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Summary 

 

The objective of this project is to mathematically model the bore honing process. 

Honing process is a super-finishing technique used in machining internal cylindrical 

surfaces. Its usage can be found in making of internal combustion engine & 

hydraulic cylinders which require a high degree of surface finish. Hence, this project 

aims to understand the process in a better way through which we can govern the 

process by altering the parameters. These alterations would result in some 

predictable changes in surface topography.  

The method used to define and later simulate the process is C-language 

programming. Through C we define a matrix similar to the material we are honing, 

and also the cutting grain, which for ease of calculations is taken as a sphere. A 

matrix to emulate the material was created and this grain was passed over it. The 

limits were defined to be the two line extremes made by the cutting sphere in the 

matrix. And all the points were initially equaled to zero. After the cutting is done, the 

points within these limits were given specific values depending on their position, the 

depth of cut of sphere at that point. These values were the depths made by the 

cutting sphere. These heights were then plotted on a graph in Excel with respect to 

other parameters like limits and coordinates.  

In the first program, only one line of pass is done. The grain is made to pass 

through the material matrix only once. The grain starts at a point specified by the 

user and ends the cutting in one line. In this program, everything is done inside a 

single functional unit and no other function is called for calculations. 

In the second program, multiple lines of passes are done. Here, the grain starts at 

the point specified by the user but progresses parallel towards the end of the 

cylinder. This is done by using a recursive function method, where a function is used 

to calculate the parameters needed. This creates the path as parallel lines from the 

starting point. 

In the third program, multiple lines of passes are done but in the opposite direction. 

That is, at the cross-hatch angle. Cross-hatch angle is the angle made by the two 

characteristic patterns through grain cutting. The cross hatch angle depends on the 
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speeds (both reciprocating and rotating). The angle determines the finish we can 

expect from honing. Here in this program we stop at the point reached by the 

second program and then carry on backwards till we reach the starting X coordinate. 

The three programs collectively give a full view of the surface after cutting. 
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1.Glossary 

The main terms used in the program are defined here. 

1. Math.h - a standard library file in the C-database which allows us to use the 

trigonometric functions. 

2. Stdio.h - a standard library file in the C-database which allows us to use fucntions 

like scanf, printf etc. 

3. Sin() -  a mathematical function to calculate the sine value of quantity within 

parenthesis. 

4. Atan() - a mathematical function to calculate the inverse tangent of quantity within 

parenthesis. 

5. Cos() – a mathematical function to calculate the cosine value of the quantity within 

the parenthesis. 

6. #include – a header file to include in-built library files in C. 

7. Int – a type declaration denoting the type of variable to be of integer category. 

8. Float – a type declaration denoting the type of variable to be of non-integer category. 

9. Double – also a type declaration synatx to be used to define constants. 

10. Printf() – a function used for printing data. 

11. Scanf() – a predefined function in C to ask inputs from the user, which can be used 

later in the program. 

12. FILE – a type declaration syntax used to declare a file pointer. 

13. Fopen() – a Standard in-built function to open an already declared file. Here, we 

name the file and also describe what we are going to do with the file. We can write 

or read from a file. 

14. Fclose() – a standard in-built function to close the opened file after working with it. 

15. Fprintf() – a function defined to used to write data into the file we open. Its syntax is 

the same as a normal printf statement but we need to declare the pointer also. 
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Other terms which we commonly use in this report: 

 Grain – the cutting abrasive particle which used to work with the material to be 

honed. 

 Matrix – a data type in C language which is also known as Array. This stores the 

data of its rows and columns in a single line with consecutive addresses. 

 Super-finishing – a finishing process which generally removes material to a depth of 

1µm. Unlike polishing which produces a mirror like finish, super-finishing produces a 

cross-hatch pattern. 

 Cross-hatch pattern – repetitive lines crossing each other at a specific angle called 

the cross hatch angle. 

 Cross-hatch angle – the angle made by the two intersecting lines which depends on 

reciprocating and rotating velocities. 

 Reciprocating velocity – the velocity of the guide which holds the abrasive stone. 

This is translational and reciprocating in nature. 

 Rotating velocity – the velocity of the fixture which holds the cylinder which is being 

honed.  

 Depth of cut – it is a measure of how deep the abrasive will sink into the material. 

This determines how much material is removed. Higher the depth of cut, higher the 

material removal also lesser finish standard, more heat, etc. 

 Grain radius – the grains are cut and passed through sieves of specific number. It is 

very difficult to attribute a shape to these grains as they are truly random. Hence for 

ease of calculations and working, the grain is assumed to be a sphere. The radius of 

this sphere is the grain radius. 

 Grain size – this is generally the average grain size of all the grain in the abrasive 

stone. This is diameter of the cutting grain. 
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2. Preface 

2.1 .Origin of the Project 

The modelling for honing process has scarcely been studied before. A few researchers 

have tried analysing the process analytically and some others by means of experimental 

tests. In the present project interacrion between abrasive stones and workpiece was 

modelled by means of a numerical method. Therefore, the project was developed because 

of the need for further understanding and governance of the honing process. 

 

2.2. Motivation of the project 

The main aim for me was to learn more about honing process and developing a program in 

C for emulating it. The fact that this has not been done before has been my foremost 

motivation. Also, I wished to strenghten my C –programming skills as we had onnly been 

taught just basics before.  

 

2.3.Prerequisites  

The main prerequisite for doing this project was good knowledge of C-language. Also, MS-

office was required to work with the data and writing of reports. A GCC compiler for 

executing the C program was required to run the program. It goes without saying that some 

knowledge of modelling of such processes is essential to understand what is required from 

the program. 
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3.Introduction 

 

3.1.Objective of the project 

The main objective of the program is to develop a program in C which would give a proper 

understanding of what happens in an internal honing process of a cylinder by means of 

abrasive stones. 

Specific objectives of the program are: 

- To obtain surface topography of the internal surface of a cylinder after a single grain has 

passed over it.  

- To obtain surface topography when the grain passes multiple times over the surface of the 

cylinder in parallel lines. 

- To obtain the surface topography when the grain after passing multiple times, returns back 

and carrie sout the same process but in a different angle called cross-hatch angle. 

  

3.2.Scope of the project 

The project will tell us which parameters affect the roughness the most and in what way. It is 

possible to attain certain level of control over the final roughness by changing the 

parameters we want in the process. Velocities – both reciprocating and rotating, depth of 

cut, the grain radius, dimensions of the cylinder under process, the starting points of cutting, 

all these parameters can be changed in the program. In the present version, a single 

spherical grain is considered. Also, the project can be extended in the future by including a 

matrix of grain itself instead of a single sphere. This would give even better results as it will 

be the actual scenario of how the process goes on. This matrix over matrix calculation 

would require a higher level obejective oriented programming language.  
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Abrasive machining consists of small abrasive grains removing small quantities of material. 

These abrasive grains can be used with a fluid and sprayed on to the workpiece. Or it can 

be bonded to a flexible substrate such as a belt. When a wheel is employed the process is 

called Grinding and when abrasive stones are used it is called Honing. Let us start by 

discussing grinding process first. 

3.3.Grinding processes 

Grinding process differs from other single-point cutting operations as such [1]: 

1. The individual cutting grains have irregular shapes and are placed randomly along 

the periphery of the wheel. 

2. The rake angles are usually very low negative values, sometimes even lower than 

60°. Consequently grinding grains undergo much larger plastic deformation than 

they do in other machining operations. 

3. The radial positions of the grains over the peripheral surface of the wheel may vary 

thus not all grains are active during the cutting operation. 

4. Surface speed in grinding (that is cutting speed) is very high to the order of 20-30 

m/s. Also some high-speed grinding operations can have speed up to 150 m/s. 

Grinding operation can be performed to either flat or cylindrical workpieces. We consider the 

most common of grinding operations, surface grinding, which is used for grinding flat 

surfaces, Fig.3.1. 

Fig. 3.1. General schematic of a grinding process 

Considering the diameter of the wheel to be D mm, and a mm to be the wheel depth of cut. 

Each individual grain removes some material and forms a chip of undeformed thickness 

(grain depth-of-cut), t mm, and an undeformed length, l mm. Lc is the length of contact in 

mm.The tangential rotational velocity of the wheel is Vs m/s; and the translational velocity of 

the workpiece is Vw m/s. From geometric calculations it was shown that the undeformed 

length ‘l’ can be computed approximately by the expression in Equation 1: 
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                               mm                                                         Eq.1                              

And the undeformed chip thickness, t, by the expression in Equation 2: 

                                mm    Eq.2 

Where C is the number of cutting points per unit area of the periphery of the wheel; 

generally it is estimated to be in the range of 0.1 to 10 mm2. The quantity ‘r’ is the ratio of 

chip width to average undeformed chip thickness and has an estimated value typically of 

between 10 and 20. And where V is the tangential rotational speed of wheel which we have 

denoted earlier by Vs. Certain salient features of grinding process:  

Grinding Forces. These are smaller when compared to other machining processes because 

of the small dimensions involved. It should be kept low in order to avoid distortion and to 

maintain the high dimensional accuracy which is a necessity in this operation. 

Specific Energy. The specific energy is defined as the energy involved for produce of a unit 

volume of chip from the surface. This energy is higher for grinding due to many reasons 

such as: the presence of wear flat, high negative rake angles of the grains (which require 

more energy), and possible contribution of the size effect (the smaller the size of the chip, 

higher is the energy required to remove it). Grinding specific energy also gives us the 

characteristic Grinding Force and Thrust Force. It is generally followed in literature that the 

thrust force is 30% greater than grinding force [1]. 

Grinding wheel wear was reported to be of three types: Attritious grain wear, Grain fracture, 

and Bond fracture. 

In attritious grain wear, the grains develop a wear flat. This wear flat does not cut the 

workpiece instead it rubs it producing large frictional heat. This reduces grinding efficiency 

thus affecting dimensional accuracy of the operation. Grain fracture is needed in moderation 

as new cutting edges have to form on a continued basis. This is required due to attritious 

wear of the wheel and grains breaking-off by themselves is a good characteristic. However, 

too much grain fracture affects the dimensional accuracy of the process. Bond strength is 

also a significant parameter in grinding. If the bond is too strong, dull worn grains cannot be 

dislodged. And when it is too low, the grains would be dislodged very easily. Usually softer 

bonds are recommended for harder materials and vice-versa.Fig.3.2. shows various types 

of fracture involved in a grinding process. In the Fig.3.2, Bond Fracture refers to he 
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breakage in bond due to wear. Bond bridge is the connection made by bond material 

between any two abrasive grains. Grain fracture is the grain itself breaking due to wear.  

 

Fig.3.2. Diagramatic explanation of different types of fracture. 

Grinding process can be divided into two groups [2]: 

 Form and finish grinding (FFG), and 

 Stock removal grinding (SRG). 

In form and finish grinding, fine grains of Al/Si with vitrified bonded tools are used. The 

wheels are periodically dressed, conditioned and trued. 

In stock removal grinding, the main aim is to remove high amount of material from the 

surface at high rate. Hence large grains of Al/ Zirconia with resin bonded tools are used. 

Table 1 shows the differences between SRG & FFG. 

Table 1 – Differences between FFG & SRG. 

SRG FFG 

 

Higher speed Lower speed compared to SRG 

Wheel is fed continuously at a given feed 

rate 

Wheel is always at a fixed depth of cut with 

respect to the work-piece 

Chip thickness, length of cut are generally 

higher 

Chip thickness, length of cut are lower 

 

Dry process Wet process 
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Both attritious wear & micro-chipping of grains occur in all the processes. 

The grains in honing process get dislodged due one or many of these reasons: 

1. Thermal softening of grains. 

2. Mechanical erosion of the resin binder by flowing chips. 

3. Mechanical removal of bond material due to the pressure developed in the voids 

by the chips due to insufficient volume. 

Less variation in grit geometry → less variation in surface geometry. 

The final surface finish depends upon these parameters: 

 Attack angle of the grains. 

 Pyramid height. 

 Pyramid width. 

 Depth of indentation 

 Number of grits per row, and 

 Number of rows. 

Common terms used in denoting the topographic parameters: 

1. Average roughness- Ra 

2. RMS roughness- Rq 

3. Maximum profile to valley depth- Rv 

4. Maximum profile peak height- Rp 

5. Maximum peak to valley- Rt. 

6. Skewness- Rsk. 

In one paper [3], the amount of indentation was calculated by the Vickers test. There was a 

marked difference between the reported values theoretically and experimentally. The 

reasons for the difference were stated as such: 

 Probe tool length. 

 Imperfections in grit geometry. 

 Assumption of a perfectly flat work-piece. 

The result was found out that 40-degrees of rake angle gives the best results. But the 

problem with this analysis was that it didn’t account for grit wear + breakage and also 

elastic/plastic effects. 
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3.4.Honing processes 

Honing is an operation which is generally used to improve the surface finish of holes 

produced by processes such as boring, drilling and internal grinding. The most general of 

honing tools consists of aluminum-oxide or silicon-carbide bonded abrasives sticks, called 

stones. They are attached to a mandrel which rotates, applying a radial force. It also 

incorporates a reciprocating axial motion, which produces a cross-hatched pattern on the 

surface of the hole. The quality of the surface finish produced by honing can be controlled 

by the type and size of the abrasive used, the pressure applied, and speed. A fluid is used 

to remove chips and keep temperatures low. If not performed correctly, honing can produce 

holes that are neither straight nor cylindrical but rather shapes that are bell-mouthed, wavy, 

barrel-shaped, or tapered. The honing tool carries out a turning and stroking movement at 

the same time. During this process abrasive stones are pressed to the surface to be 

machined. This causes the production of small chips which are flushed away by the coolant. 

The overlapping of turning and stroking movement results in a cross-hatched pattern of the 

machining marks on the surface, which are used for transporting lubricating oil. Fig.3.3 

shows a typical cross-hatch pattern formed through honing process. 

Fig.3.3. A typical cross-hatch pattern formed during a honing process. 

Fig.3.4 Another example of a cross-hatch finish. 
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Honing process can be considered analogous to milling process, but the main difference 

comes in that, cutting tool is a macroscopic compared to honing tools. The grains are 

generally micro-graded through standardized sieves and sifted through them. Distribution is 

random, hence modelling of surface topography also becomes very difficult. The surface 

topography is the print of grain structure in honing tool. The honing tool in Fig 3.5, generally 

makes horizontal reciprocating motion along with constant rotational motion, hence making 

a helical pattern on the surface. This makes it similar to milling. 

 

Fig.3.5. Honing tool. 

Mostly horizontal machines are used which have a stroke capacity of 5.7m to 15m. Vertical 

machines only have a stroke capacity of 1 to 2 meters and they are unusually shaped, and 

required large plant heights. But they occupy less space compared to horizontal machines. 

All the machines which are used nowadays also have spindle control, auto-feed, coolant 

filtration and many other added technologies.  

There are mainly three types of tools used in honing process [4]: 

 
1. Flange type: 76-914.4mm 

2. Slotted body type: 12.7-76.2 mm 

3. Molded abrasive: 9.53-50.8mm 

The tools are selected looking upon the strength and wear resistance requirements. They 

are high grade and heat treated.  

Main methods to remove swarfs from honing are: 

 
 Magnetic separators. 

 Paper based filters. 

 Cartridge filters. 
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To find out whether the filtration currently in use is good or not, Rt/Ra < 10. This test should 

be satisfied. 

The properties which define a honing fluid are anti-weld and lubricating. The basis by which 

the fluid is selected: 

 
 Materials to be honed 

 Work-piece geometry 

 Type of abrasive 

Mineral oil based products with vitrified and/or resin bonded abrasives with super-abrasive 

stones are used.  

The abrasive bonds used for honing process are divided into: 

 
1. Vitrified bond 

2. Resin bond 

3. Metal bond 

And the abrasives, 

 
 CBN(Cubic Boron Nitride) 

 SiC 

 Al2O3. 

Vitrified Al2O3 

These are white/brown/blue/ruby red in color. 

Used for mild steel, stainless incalloy, castalloy. 

SiC 

Used for hardened steel, CI, Plastic, Non-ferrous. 

Resin Bonded 

Aluminum oxide/ SiC grains bonded with Phenolic Resin. These are only when there is a 

danger of super-abrasives or vitrified abrasives getting damaged. And these damages can 

be like severely out of round, tapered bores (with scales) and rust. 

The cost of resin bonded is higher than vitrified bonded abrasives, they cut slower, are used 

only in primary processes. Also have low stock removal rate. 
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Metal Bonded Diamond 

Bronze or iron metal alloy with diamond grit is used. Used to machine CI, carbides, 

Titanium, SiC and other exotic materials. These have fast stock removal properties and a 

longer life. 

Metal Bonded CBN 

Used to machine Fe materials, INCONEL, soft and hard steels. 

(Ra)CBN < (Ra) Diamond 

Finally we can say that the honing tool selection depends on [4]: 

1. Type of material to be machined 

2. Stock removal rate required. 

3. Finish required. 

4. Coolant used. 

5. Machine filtration. 

In most of the cases, a compromise between these factors is done and the best suited tool 

is chosen. 

 

3.5.Modelling of honing processes 

Models for surface roughness in machining processes are divided into 4 major categories 

[5]:  

- Those based on machining theory from which analytical or numerical models are 

developed. 

- Those based on execution of experiments and analysis of results. 

- Those which use design of experiments. 

- Those which use artificial intelligence. 

 

In the present project modeling of abrasive processes, specifically honing, will be studied. 

The first category of models will be taken into account. 
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Modelling of the surface topography in machining processes with abrasive tools has been 

dealt in many scientific journals. But they have looked for mathematical modelling 

solutions and simulation using complex equations. These equations in large involve 

friction force- which requires the number of contacts, friction coefficient and the load 

applied. In one paper, the methods of determining the number of cutting points is 

discussed and the best method is by piezo-electric dynamometer which is of very high 

frequency. This high frequency helps it to record high force variations. Then a metal strip 

so thin that only one grain is assumed to touch it, is made. This grain attached to the 

piezo-electric dynamometer computes the number of force peaks which in turn tell us the 

number of cutting points. In another approach finite element method of discretization is 

used. Hence it is numerical in nature and develops one of the nine defects of a cylindrical 

shape with respect to speed of rotation of wheel: eccentricity, taper, barrel, out-of-round, 

cylindrical facet, screw facet, axial waviness, out-of-straightness, out-of-parallelism of 

axes. A perfect analytical solution to the differential equations obtained is impossible 

hence approximate solutions are done by using Galerkin method of two-time 

approximation [6]. 

In another paper [7], a function carrying the roughness values of the surface is developed 

which is integrated to obtain the final picture. This generates a near symmetrical surface for 

the small area which we are integrating for, with the approximations they used. 
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4.General Outline 

In this project, we treat the abrasive grain as a sphere. This sphere is made to advance over 

the material matrix which we formed to emulate the cylinder. Also, the cylindrical surface, 

that is, the internal diameter of the cylinder we are processing is laid out as a flat surface. 

This is done through the matrix which we define in the program, which also takes into 

account the cylinder’s diameter. The grain is run through this surface with an inclination 

depending on reciprocating and rotating velocities. Fig.4.1. 

                          Angle = tan-1(reciprocating velocity/rotating velocity)                             Eq.3 

        

 

Fig. 4.1. Schematic diagram of the honing angle. 

 

This grain starts at the starting points(Starting Point in Fig.4.2) in the matrix the user wants. 

For this we define certain limits under which the values for starting can be given. The grain’s 

axis position with respect to the reference axes(at Reference point in the Fig.4.2) of the 

matrix is calculated from rotating and reciprocating velocity. Hence, the grain now increment 

in the angle of cut defined above. There are two limits drawn by the sphere while cutting the 

matrix, these two limit lines(L1 & L2 in Fig.4.2) are the two lateral extremes made by the 

sphere’s movement with a particular depth of cut. Now when the sphere progresses through 
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the point-matrix, a check is made if the points are within these two limits or not. All the 

points within these limits and with depth of cut are then made to go through specific 

calculations to alter their value. These values depend on parameters like- depth of cut and 

position of the point with respect to axes(X,Y point coordinates). As the grain is a sphere, it 

will have varied depth of cut in the different peripheral points, but when we talk about the 

depth of cut in general we consider the maximum depth it has reached). These parameters 

are then used to obtain the depth made by the different peripheral points of sphere at those 

points. These values which we call heights are stored in the material matrix. Hence, we 

change the material matrix and insert these values where the sphere has passed over it. 

These new values are then processed in Excel to obtain our graphs. 

  

 

 

Fig.4.2. Schematic diagram of the cutting process explained above. 
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5. Algorithm    

The program consisted of these inputs: 

1. dimX- which is the maximum X value given to the material. 

2. dimY- which is the maximum Y value given to the material. 

3. Res- this is the distance between two points in the matrix. That is, it defines how 

close or how far the matrix is placed. This is expressed in millimeters. 

4. initialX- this is the X-point where cutting starts. 

5. initialY- this is the Y-point where cutting starts. 

6. Vel_rec- this is the reciprocating velocity of the tool expressed in m/min. 

7. Vel_rot- this is the rotating velocity of the tool expressed in m/min. 

8. Grain_size- this is the diameter of the cutting grain through which the radius is 

derived in the program. This is expressed in millimeters. 

9. Cyl_dia- this is the diameter of the cylinder which is used to calculate dimY. dimY is 

(pi*grain_size). This is expressed in millimeters. 

10. Longitudinal_para – this is the distnace between the two extreme limits when going 

parallel to the direction of motion. 

11. Longitudinal_perp – this is the distance between the two extremes when going 

perpendicular to the direction of motion. 

12. Length – this is the length of the cylinder which we are machining. 

We define the matrix and initialize all its elements to zero. Also, proper checks to ensure 

correct values are being given to the inputs were put. This ensures that a person who does 

not know what range the input values should be, will be told to do so by these checks. With 

these input values, we derive the limits as mentioned previously. The limits would be the two 

line extremes made by the cutting grain. Also, the angle is derived from the ratio of 

velocities. Two lengths are defined in the program, which are longitudinal_para and 

longitudinal_perp. These lenghs are parallel and perpendicular to the direction of motion of 

the grain. The line extremes are then made by adding and substracting the value of 
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longitudinal_para from the current position of X. Hence the limits keep changing as we 

continue to move up through the matrix.  

These limits are defined as Xmin and Xmax. The value of X has to be translated and then 

rotated to obtain the true value as also for Y. Hence these new values are used for 

calculations and that has been done inside the loop. A test to check whether the point in 

inside the limits is done to make sure only the points inside the limits change their values. 

These points are given the values according to their position. A new variable Z is defined 

which is the height of these points. Z is calculated by simple pythagorean thoerem with 

respect to radius and depth of cut. The final value of Z is done by taking the new X and Y 

and this is stored in the place of zero which was the initial value of matrix. 

These values are now stored in a file created in the program. This file is read through Excel. 

The values of X,Y,Xmax,Xmin,Z are printed in columns and also the constant values like 

angle, initialXmax,initialXmin- which are the initial limits set at the point of start. These 

values tell us how the cutting is responding to changes in these parameters. All the points 

which are not in the limits are returned as their original value which is zero. 

Detailed explanation of the program with all the formulas and how they were obtained will be 

dealt with in the next section. 

5.1. First Version 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

int main() 

{ 

/* Declaration of variables to be used in the program*/ 

float dimX, dimY, res, initialX, initialY, slope, depth_of_cut, grain_radius, grain_size, vel_rec, 
vel_rot,cyl_dia; 

float material_matrix[8][8],Z,X,Y;   

int i,j; 

float longitudinal_perp,longitudinal_para,angle,initialXmin,initialXmax,Xmax,Xmin; 

float a,b,c,d,o,m,e,pendiente,x,y;   

double Pi; /*A constant pi created for ease of calculations*/ 

for(j=1;j<=4;j++) /* initialisation of matrix is done here*/ 
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  { 

 for(i=1;i<=8;i++) 

 {  

 material_matrix[i][j]=0; 

 } 

  }  

 

Pi = 4.0 * atan(1.0); /*definition of pi’s value*/ 

/*Here we start asking the user for vàlues of paràmetres which we use for calculations*/ 

printf("Enter the values of dimX, which is the maximum X parameter in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &dimX); 

printf("Enter the value of res, which is the distance between two points in mm in the matrix"); 

scanf("%f", &res); 

printf("Enter the value of initialX, which is the starting point in X-axis"); 

scanf("%f", &initialX); 

printf("Enter the value of initialY, which is the starting point in Y-axis"); 

scanf("%f", &initialY); 

 printf("Enter the value of vel_rec, which is the reciprocating velocity in m/min: The range 
should be between 16 to 32 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rec); 

printf("Enter the value of vel_rot, which the rotating velocity in m/min: The range should be 
between 25 to 50 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rot); 

printf("Enter the value of depth_of_cut in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

printf("Enter the value of grain_size in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &grain_size); 

printf("Enter the value of cyl_dia, which is diameter of the cylinder in mm"); 
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scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

dimY=(Pi*cyl_dia);/* The màximum Y parameter is also circumference of the cylinder*/ 

/*Now we include tests to ensure correct values are given by the user, if not the user is 
asked to enter correct values within the range specified again/* 

if(dimX<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of dimX should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the     
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &dimX); 

    } 

 

  if(res<=0)/*res is the distance between two points in the matrix, hence it cannot be less 
than or equal to 0*/ 

    { 

    printf("The value of res should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &res); 

    } 

 

  if(initialX<0)/*The value of initailX should not be less than 0*/ 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    }   

 

   if(initialY<0) /*The value of initailY should not be less than 0*/ 

 

    { 
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    printf("The value of initialY should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 

    } 

 

   if((vel_rot<=0)||(vel_rec<=0))/* The velocities can never be 0 or less than 0*/ 

    { 

    printf("The value of velocities should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter the 
appropriate values in the order of reciprocating first and then rotating again"); 

    scanf("%f, %f", &vel_rec, &vel_rot); 

    } 

 

   if(depth_of_cut<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of depth_of_cut should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter 
the appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 

 

  if(grain_size<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of grain_radius should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter 
the appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &grain_radius); 

    } 

  if(initialX>=dimX)  

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should always be less than dimX, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 
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    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    } 

  if(initialY>=dimY) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialY should always be less than dimY, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 

    } 

  if(depth_of_cut>(grain_size/2)) 

    {  

    printf("The depth of cut should always be less than the grain´s radius, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 

  if(cyl_dia<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The cylinder´s diameter cannot be less than or equal to zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

    } 

 

grain_radius=(grain_size/2);                                                                                                    

/* Standard parameter is always the grain size whereas we use grain radius for caluclations, 
hence we get grain radius from the size*/ 

m=(vel_rot/vel_rec); 

/*This is the slope of the lines which the grains make*/ 

angle=atan(m); 

/* Angle of the line made by grain is inverse tangent of the slope*/ 

pendiente=(vel_rot/vel_rec); 
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a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

/* a is a constant defined for easy writing of formulas later. It is the square of grain radius*/ 

printf("\nSquare of grain radius is %f", a); 

b=((grain_radius-depth_of_cut)*(grain_radius-depth_of_cut)); 

/* b is also a constant defined for easy writing.It is the square of grain radius-depth of cut*/ 

printf("\nSquare of (grain radius-depth_of_cut) is %f", b);   

c=sin(angle); 

/* c is the sine of angle*/ 

printf("\nSine of angle is %f", c); 

d=cos(angle); 

/* d is the cosine of angle*/ 

printf("\nCosine of angle is %f", d); 

o=cos((Pi/2)-angle); 

/* o is the cosine of (pi-angle) */ 

printf("\nCosine of pi-angle  is %f", o); 

printf("\nTangent of angle is %f", pendiente); 

longitudinal_perp=sqrt(a-b); 

/* Longitudinal perp is distance made by the two lines which is perpendicular to the direction 
of motion*/ 

printf("\nThe value of longitudinal perpendicular which is the distance perpendicular to 
direction of motion is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

longitudinal_para=longitudinal_perp*o; 

/* Longitudinal para is distance made by the two lines which is parallel to the direction of 
motion*/ 

printf("\nThe value of longitudinal parallel which is the distance parallel to direction of motion 
is %f", longitudinal_para); 

initialXmin=initialX-longitudinal_para; 

/* initialXmin is the mínimum extreme point made by the two lines */ 

printf("\nInitial X minimum is %f", initialXmin); 
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initialXmax=initialX+longitudinal_para; 

/* initialXmax is the maximum extreme point made by the two lines */ 

printf("\nInitial X maximum is %f", initialXmax); 

FILE *fp; /* this command is to open a file pòinter named fp. We work with file through this 
pòinter */ 

 

fp=fopen ("material_matrix.lis", "w"); /* Here we open a file named “Material_matrix.lis” and 
“w” specifies that we are just writing into that file and nothing else */ 

for(j=1;j<=4;j++) 

  { 

 for(i=1;i<=4;i++) 

 { 

     x= (i*res); /* X coordinate of point withing the two lines */ 

 

   y= (j*res); /* Y coordinate of point withing the two lines */ 

 

             X=(((x+initialX)*d)-((y+initialY)*c)); /* The X coordinate ha sto be translated and 
rotated to get our actual value for calculations */ 

 

             Y=(((x+initialX)*c)+((y+initialY)*d)); /* The same has to be done for Y coordinate 
also */ 

 

             e=(X*X); /* This is a constant we define for ease of writing equations */ 

 

             Xmin=(initialXmin)+((0.1)*(j-1)/pendiente); 

            /* As the mínimum X coordinate changes for every step above we go */ 

             Xmax=Xmin+(2*longitudinal_perp); 

            /* As the mínimum X coordinate changes for every step above we go */ 

            if((X>=(((Y-initialY)/pendiente)+Xmin))&&(X<=(((Y-initialY)/pendiente)+Xmax))) 
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            /* This is the test which sees whether the point is withing the two lines or not, if yes it 
changes the value accordingly. Otherwise it just returns its previously assigned value */ 

   { 

      Z= sqrt(a-e)-(grain_radius-depth_of_cut); 

/* This is the depth upto which the grain cuts and this value is assigned to the material 
matrix */ 

             material_matrix[i][j]=Z; 

   } 

        } 

  } 

 

  for(j=1;j<=4;j++) /* This is a printing loop */ 

  { 

 for(i=1;i<=4;i++) 

 { 

        x= (i*res); 

 

  y= (j*res); 

 

         X=(((x+initialX)*d)-((y+initialY)*c)); 

 

         Y=(((x+initialX)*c)+((y+initialY)*d)); 

 

         Xmin=(initialXmin)+((0.1)*(j-1)/pendiente); 

 

         Xmax=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(j-1)/pendiente); 

 

         e=(X*X); 
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         printf("\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", X, Y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e); 

         printf("\n"); 

         fprintf(fp,"\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", X, Y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e); 

        } 

  } 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of square of grain radius from the program is %f", a); 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of grain radius-depth of cut from the program is %f", b); 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Sine of the angle from the program is %f", c); 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of the angle from the program is %f", d); 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of pi-angle from the program is %f", o); 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Tangent of the angle from the program is %f", pendiente); 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_perp from the program is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_para from the program is %f", longitudinal_para);   

/* fprintf is a function to print the spcified values into the file */ 

  fclose (fp);  

  /* As the writing is over, we close the file here */ 

  printf("\nend of program"); 
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  return(0); 

} 

In the first version (Fig.5.1)we develop a basic model where a 4*4 material matrix is created 

and calculations are done on this matrix. This program is to test the funtionality of the 

program and correctness of output values obtained. But, it faced the following problems: 

 Lower level matrix, hence less output values. 

 Only one direction movement. 

 Single pass. 

 

Fig.5.1. Schematic diagram of the first program’s trajectory. 

5.2 Second Version 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

int f1( float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float ); 

int f1( float res, float length, float initialX, float initialY, float c, float d, float grain_radius, float 
depth_of_cut, float initialXmax, float initialXmin, float pendiente ) 

{ 
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float x, y, X, Y, Xco, Xmin, Xmax, Xm, Z, material_matrix[4][4], a, o, longitudinal_perp, 
longitudinal_para, b, e,a ngle; 

int n=0,j,i; 

double Pi; 

Pi=4.0*atan(1.0); 

for(j=0;j<4;j++) 

  { 

 for(i=0;i<4;i++) 

 {  

 material_matrix[i][j]=0; 

 } 

  } 

angle=atan(pendiente); 

a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

b=((grain_radius-depth_of_cut)*(grain_radius-depth_of_cut)); 

c=sin(angle); 

 

  printf("\nSine of angle is %f", c); 

  d=cos(angle); 

  printf("\nCosine of angle is %f", d); 

  o=cos((Pi/2)-angle); 

  a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

  longitudinal_perp=sqrt(a-b); 

  longitudinal_para=longitudinal_perp*o; 

  FILE *fp; 

  fp=fopen ("data2.lis", "w"); 

  Xm=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(3)/pendiente); 
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  while(Xm<length) 

  { 

    for(j=0;j<4;j++) 

    { 

 for(i=0;i<4;i++) 

        { 

     x= (i*res); 

   y= (j*res); 

          X=((x*d)-(y*c)); 

          Y=((x*c)+(y*d)); 

          Xco=x+initialX; 

          e=(X*X); 

          Xmin=(initialXmin)+((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Xmax=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Z= sqrt(a-e)-(grain_radius-depth_of_cut); 

          material_matrix[i][j]=Z; 

 

          printf("\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", Xco, y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e); 

          printf("\n"); 

          fprintf(fp,"\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", Xco, y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e);    

         }           

    } 

  n=n+1; 

  printf("\nLength is # %f", length); 

  printf("\nPass# %d", n); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nPass# %d", n); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nLength is # %f", length); 
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  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Xmax is %f", Xm); 

  initialX=initialX+((Pi*2*grain_radius)/pendiente); 

  initialY=initialY; 

  initialXmin=initialX-longitudinal_para; 

  initialXmax=initialX+longitudinal_para; 

  Xm=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(3)/pendiente); 

  printf("\nThe value of Xmax is %f", Xm); 

  } 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of square of grain radius from the program is %f", a); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of grain radius-depth of cut from the program is %f", b); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Sine of the angle from the program is %f", c); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of the angle from the program is %f", d); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of pi-angle from the program is %f", o); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Tangent of the angle from the program is %f", pendiente); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_perp from the program is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_para from the program is %f", longitudinal_para); 

 

  fclose (fp); 

} 

int main() 

{ 

float dimX, dimY, res, initialX, initialY, slope, depth_of_cut, grain_radius, grain_size, vel_rec, 
vel_rot, cyl_dia; 

float material_matrix[4][4],Z,X,Y;     

int i,j; 

float longitudinal_perp,longitudinal_para,angle,initialXmin,initialXmax,Xmax,Xmin,length; 

float a,b,c,d,o,m,e,pendiente,x,y;   
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double Pi; 

Pi=4.0*atan(1.0);  

printf("Enter the values of dimX, which is the maximum X parameter in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &dimX); 

printf("Enter the value of res, which is the distance between two points in mm in the matrix"); 

scanf("%f", &res); 

printf("Enter the value of initialX, which is the starting point in X-axis"); 

scanf("%f", &initialX); 

printf("Enter the value of initialY, which is the starting point in Y-axis"); 

scanf("%f", &initialY); 

printf("Enter the value of vel_rec, which is the reciprocating velocity in m/min: The range 
should be between 16 to 32 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rec); 

printf("Enter the value of vel_rot, which the rotating velocity in m/min: The range should be 
between 25 to 50 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rot); 

printf("Enter the value of depth_of_cut in mm"); 

 

scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

printf("Enter the value of grain_size in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &grain_size); 

printf("Enter the value of cyl_dia, which is diameter of the cylinder in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

printf("Enter the value of length of the cylinder in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &length); 

dimY=(Pi*cyl_dia); 

if(dimX<=0) 

    { 
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    printf("The value of dimX should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &dimX); 

    } 

if(res<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of res should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &res); 

    } 

if(initialX<0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    }   

if(initialY<0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialY should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 

    } 

if((vel_rot<=0)||(vel_rec<=0)) 

    { 

    printf("The value of velocities should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter the 
appropriate values in the order of reciprocating first and then rotating again"); 

    scanf("%f, %f", &vel_rec, &vel_rot); 

    } 

if(depth_of_cut<=0) 
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    { 

    printf("The value of depth_of_cut should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter 
the appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 

if(grain_size<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of grain_radius should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter 
the appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &grain_radius); 

    } 

if(initialX>=dimX)  

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should always be less than dimX, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    } 

if(initialY>=dimY) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialY should always be less than dimY, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 

    } 

  if(depth_of_cut>(grain_size/2)) 

    {  

    printf("The depth of cut should always be less than the grain´s radius, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 
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  if(cyl_dia<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The cylinder´s diameter cannot be less than or equal to zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

    } 

 

grain_radius=(grain_size/2); 

m=(vel_rot/vel_rec); 

angle=atan(m); 

pendiente=m;  

a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

printf("\nSquare of grain radius is %f", a); 

b=((grain_radius-depth_of_cut)*(grain_radius-depth_of_cut)); 

printf("\nSquare of (grain radius-depth_of_cut) is %f", b);   

c=sin(angle); 

 

printf("\nSine of angle is %f", c); 

d=cos(angle); 

printf("\nCosine of angle is %f", d); 

o=cos((Pi/2)-angle); 

printf("\nCosine of pi-angle  is %f", o); 

printf("\nTangent of angle is %f", pendiente); 

longitudinal_perp=sqrt(a-b); 

printf("\nThe value of longitudinal perpendicular which is the distance perpendicular to 
direction of motion is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

longitudinal_para=longitudinal_perp*o; 
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printf("\nThe value of longitudinal parallel which is the distance parallel to direction of motion 
is %f", longitudinal_para); 

initialXmin=initialX-longitudinal_para; 

printf("\nInitial X minimum is %f", initialXmin); 

initialXmax=initialX+longitudinal_para; 

printf("\nInitial X maximum is %f", initialXmax); 

f1( res, length, initialX, initialY, c, d, grain_radius, depth_of_cut, initialXmax, initialXmin, 
pendiente ); 

  printf("\nend of program"); 

return(0); 

} 

In the second version(Fig.5.2), we extend the first version in such a way that now, the grain 
makes multiple passes over the material matrix. Hence, we get many values and it keeps 
functioning till it has reached the end of the matrix. Here also we define the material using 
4*4 matrix. This program had the following problems: 

 More values compared to the first program but due to small matrix the values are 
less in total. 

 One direction movement. 

 

 

Fig.5.2. Schematic diagram of the second program’s trajectory. 
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5.3. Third Version 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

int f1( float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float, float ); 

int f1( float res, float length, float initialX, float initialY, float c, float d, float grain_radius, float 
depth_of_cut, float initialXmax, float initialXmin, float pendiente ) 

{ 

float x, y, X, Y, Xco, Xmin, Xmax, Xm, Z, material_matrix[4][4], a, o, longitudinal_perp, 
longitudinal_para,b,e,angle; 

int n=0,j,i; 

double Pi; 

Pi=4.0*atan(1.0); 

for(j=0;j<4;j++) 

  { 

 for(i=0;i<4;i++) 

 {  

 material_matrix[i][j]=0; 

 } 

  } 

angle=atan(pendiente); 

a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

b=((grain_radius-depth_of_cut)*(grain_radius-depth_of_cut)); 

c=sin(angle); 

printf("\nSine of angle is %f", c); 

d=cos(angle); 

printf("\nCosine of angle is %f", d); 

o=cos((Pi/2)-angle); 
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a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

longitudinal_perp=sqrt(a-b); 

longitudinal_para=longitudinal_perp*o; 

FILE *fp; 

fp=fopen ("data3.lis", "w"); 

Xm=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(3)/pendiente); 

while(Xm<length) 

 { 

    for(j=0;j<4;j++) 

    { 

 for(i=0;i<4;i++) 

        { 

     x= (i*res); 

   y= (j*res); 

          X=((x*d)-(y*c)); 

          Y=((x*c)+(y*d)); 

          Xco=x+initialX; 

          e=(X*X); 

          Xmin=(initialXmin)+((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Xmax=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Z= sqrt(a-e)-(grain_radius-depth_of_cut);         

          material_matrix[i][j]=Z; 

          printf("\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", Xco, y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e);        

          printf("\n");          

          fprintf(fp,"\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", Xco, y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e 

         }           

    } 
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  n=n+1; 

  printf("\nLength is # %f", length); 

  printf("\nPass# %d", n); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nPass# %d", n); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nLength is # %f", length); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Xmax is %f", Xm); 

  initialX=initialX+((Pi*2*grain_radius)/pendiente); 

  initialY=initialY; 

  initialXmin=initialX-longitudinal_para; 

  initialXmax=initialX+longitudinal_para; 

  Xm=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(3)/pendiente); 

  printf("\nThe value of Xmax is %f", Xm); 

  } 

  printf("End of cutting in one direction"); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nEnd of cutting in the opposite direction"); 

  n=0; 

  initialX=Xm; 

  while(Xm>0) 

  { 

    for(j=4;j>0;j--) 

    { 

 for(i=4;i>0;i--) 

        { 

     x= (i*res); 

   y= (j*res); 
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          X=((x*d)-(y*c)); 

          Y=((x*c)+(y*d)); 

          Xco=x+initialX; 

          e=(X*X); 

          Xmin=(initialXmin)-((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Xmax=(initialXmax)-((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Z= sqrt(a-e)-(grain_radius-depth_of_cut);            

          material_matrix[i][j]=Z; 

          printf("\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", Xco, y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e);          

          printf("\n");          

          fprintf(fp,"\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", Xco, y, Xmin, Xmax, material_matrix[i][j], e);    

         }           

    } 

  n=n+1; 

  printf("\nLength is # %f", length); 

  printf("\nPass# %d", n); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nPass# %d", n); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nLength is # %f", length); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Xmax is %f", Xm); 

  initialX=initialX-((Pi*2*grain_radius)/pendiente); 

  initialY=initialY; 

  initialXmin=initialX-longitudinal_para; 

  initialXmax=initialX+longitudinal_para; 

  Xm=(initialXmax)-((0.1)*(3)/pendiente); 

  printf("\nThe value of Xmax is %f", Xm); 

  } 
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  printf("End of cutting in the opposite direction"); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nEnd of cutting in the opposite direction"); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of square of grain radius from the program is %f", a); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of grain radius-depth of cut from the program is %f", b); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Sine of the angle from the program is %f", c); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of the angle from the program is %f", d); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of pi-angle from the program is %f", o); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Tangent of the angle from the program is %f", pendiente); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_perp from the program is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_para from the program is %f", longitudinal_para); 

  fclose (fp); 

} 

int main() 

{ 

float dimX, dimY, res, initialX, initialY, slope, depth_of_cut, grain_radius, grain_size, vel_rec, 
vel_rot, cyl_dia; 

float material_matrix[4][4],Z,X,Y;   

int i,j; 

float longitudinal_perp,longitudinal_para,angle,initialXmin,initialXmax,Xmax,Xmin,length; 

float a,b,c,d,o,m,e,pendiente,x,y;   

double Pi; 

Pi=4.0*atan(1.0);  

printf("Enter the values of dimX, which is the maximum X parameter in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &dimX); 

printf("Enter the value of res, which is the distance between two points in mm in the matrix"); 

scanf("%f", &res); 

printf("Enter the value of initialX, which is the starting point in X-axis"); 
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scanf("%f", &initialX); 

printf("Enter the value of initialY, which is the starting point in Y-axis"); 

scanf("%f", &initialY); 

printf("Enter the value of vel_rec, which is the reciprocating velocity in m/min: The range 
should be between 16 to 32 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rec); 

printf("Enter the value of vel_rot, which the rotating velocity in m/min: The range should be 
between 25 to 50 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rot); 

printf("Enter the value of depth_of_cut in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

printf("Enter the value of grain_size in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &grain_size); 

printf("Enter the value of cyl_dia, which is diameter of the cylinder in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

printf("Enter the value of length of the cylinder in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &length); 

dimY=(Pi*cyl_dia); 

if(dimX<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of dimX should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &dimX); 

    } 

if(res<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of res should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &res); 
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    } 

if(initialX<0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    }   

if(initialY<0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialY should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 

    } 

if((vel_rot<=0)||(vel_rec<=0)) 

    { 

    printf("The value of velocities should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter the 
appropriate values in the order of reciprocating first and then rotating again"); 

    scanf("%f, %f", &vel_rec, &vel_rot); 

    } 

if(depth_of_cut<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of depth_of_cut should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter 
the appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 

if(grain_size<=0) 

    { 

   printf("The value of grain_radius should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 
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    scanf("%f", &grain_radius); 

    } 

if(initialX>=dimX)  

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should always be less than dimX, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    } 

  if(initialY>=dimY) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialY should always be less than dimY, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 

    } 

  if(depth_of_cut>(grain_size/2)) 

    {  

    printf("The depth of cut should always be less than the grain´s radius, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 

  if(cyl_dia<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The cylinder´s diameter cannot be less than or equal to zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

    } 

  grain_radius=(grain_size/2); 

  m=(vel_rot/vel_rec); 

  angle=atan(m); 
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  pendiente=m; 

  a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

  printf("\nSquare of grain radius is %f", a); 

  b=((grain_radius-depth_of_cut)*(grain_radius-depth_of_cut)); 

  printf("\nSquare of (grain radius-depth_of_cut) is %f", b);   

  c=sin(angle); 

  printf("\nSine of angle is %f", c); 

  d=cos(angle); 

  printf("\nCosine of angle is %f", d); 

  o=cos((Pi/2)-angle); 

  printf("\nCosine of pi-angle  is %f", o); 

  printf("\nTangent of angle is %f", pendiente); 

  longitudinal_perp=sqrt(a-b); 

  printf("\nThe value of longitudinal perpendicular which is the distance perpendicular to 
direction of motion is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

  longitudinal_para=longitudinal_perp*o; 

  printf("\nThe value of longitudinal parallel which is the distance parallel to direction of 
motion is %f", longitudinal_para); 

  initialXmin=initialX-longitudinal_para; 

  printf("\nInitial X minimum is %f", initialXmin); 

  initialXmax=initialX+longitudinal_para; 

  printf("\nInitial X maximum is %f", initialXmax); 

  f1( res, length, initialX, initialY, c, d, grain_radius, depth_of_cut, initialXmax, initialXmin, 
pendiente ); 

  printf("\nend of program"); 

  return(0); 

} 
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In the third version(Fig.5.3), we make the grain go in one direction and come back too. 
Hence, this program makes multiple passes possible. This is the actual movement of the 
grain which is being replicated by this program. This program faced only one problem: 

 It gaves many values due to its multiple passes in both directions, but due to small 
matrix these values were also less in number than the actual number which we 
require for a complete picture. 

 

 

Fig.5.3. Schematic diagram of the third program’s trajectory. 

 

5.4. Fourth Version 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

int main() 

{ 

float dimX, dimY, res, initialX, initialY, slope, depth_of_cut, grain_radius, grain_size, vel_rec, 
vel_rot, cyl_dia; 

float Z,X,Y;   

int n,i,j; 

float **m; 

float longitudinal_perp,longitudinal_para,angle,initialXmin,initialXmax,Xmax,Xmin,length; 
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float a,b,c,d,o,m,e,pendiente,x,y;   

double Pi; 

float **m =malloc(n*sizeof(float *)); 

for (i = 0 ; i<n;i++) 

  { 

        m[i] = malloc(sizeof(float) * n); 

  } 

Pi = 4.0 * atan(1.0);  

n = 100; 

printf("Enter the values of dimX, which is the maximum X parameter in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &dimX); 

printf("Enter the value of res, which is the distance between two points in mm in the matrix"); 

scanf("%f", &res); 

printf("Enter the value of initialX, which is the starting point in X-axis"); 

scanf("%f", &initialX); 

printf("Enter the value of initialY, which is the starting point in Y-axis"); 

scanf("%f", &initialY); 

printf("Enter the value of vel_rec, which is the reciprocating velocity in m/min: The range 
should be between 16 to 32 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rec); 

printf("Enter the value of vel_rot, which the rotating velocity in m/min: The range should be 
between 25 to 50 m/min"); 

scanf("%f", &vel_rot); 

printf("Enter the value of depth_of_cut in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

printf("Enter the value of grain_size in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &grain_size); 

printf("Enter the value of cyl_dia, which is diameter of the cylinder in mm"); 
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scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

printf("Enter the value of length of the cylinder in mm"); 

scanf("%f", &length); 

dimY=(Pi*cyl_dia); 

if(dimX<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of dimX should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &dimX); 

    } 

if(res<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of res should not be equal to or less than Zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &res); 

    } 

 

  if(initialX<0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    }   

 

   if(initialY<0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialY should not be less than Zero, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 
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    } 

 

   if((vel_rot<=0)||(vel_rec<=0)) 

    { 

    printf("The value of velocities should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter the 
appropriate values in the order of reciprocating first and then rotating again"); 

    scanf("%f, %f", &vel_rec, &vel_rot); 

    } 

 

   if(depth_of_cut<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of depth_of_cut should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter 
the appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 

 

  if(grain_size<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The value of grain_radius should not be less than or equal to Zero, please enter 
the appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &grain_radius); 

    } 

 

  if(initialX>=dimX)  

    { 

    printf("The value of initialX should always be less than dimX, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialX); 

    } 
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  if(initialY>=dimY) 

    { 

    printf("The value of initialY should always be less than dimY, please enter the appropriate 
value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &initialY); 

    } 

 

  if(depth_of_cut>(grain_size/2)) 

    {  

    printf("The depth of cut should always be less than the grain´s radius, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &depth_of_cut); 

    } 

 

  if(cyl_dia<=0) 

    { 

    printf("The cylinder´s diameter cannot be less than or equal to zero, please enter the 
appropriate value again"); 

    scanf("%f", &cyl_dia); 

    } 

grain_radius=(grain_size/2); 

m=(vel_rot/vel_rec); 

angle=atan(m); 

pendiente=m; 

a=(grain_radius*grain_radius); 

printf("\nSquare of grain radius is %f", a); 

b=((grain_radius-depth_of_cut)*(grain_radius-depth_of_cut)); 
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printf("\nSquare of (grain radius-depth_of_cut) is %f", b);   

c=sin(angle); 

printf("\nSine of angle is %f", c); 

d=cos(angle); 

printf("\nCosine of angle is %f", d); 

o=cos((Pi/2)-angle); 

printf("\nCosine of pi-angle  is %f", o); 

printf("\nTangent of angle is %f", pendiente); 

longitudinal_perp=sqrt(a-b); 

printf("\nThe value of longitudinal perpendicular which is the distance perpendicular to 
direction of motion is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

longitudinal_para=longitudinal_perp*o; 

printf("\nThe value of longitudinal parallel which is the distance parallel to direction of motion 
is %f", longitudinal_para); 

initialXmin=initialX-longitudinal_para; 

printf("\nInitial X minimum is %f", initialXmin); 

initialXmax=initialX+longitudinal_para; 

printf("\nInitial X maximum is %f", initialXmax); 

FILE *fp; 

fp=fopen ("material_matrix.lis", "w"); 

for(j=0;j<n;j++) 

  { 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

 { 

     x= (i*res); 

   y= (j*res); 

          X=((x*d)-(y*c)); 

          Y=((x*c)+(y*d)); 
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          e=(X*X); 

          Xmin=(initialXmin)+((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Xmax=(initialXmax)+((0.1)*(j)/pendiente); 

          Z= sqrt(a-e)-(grain_radius-depth_of_cut); 

          m[i][j]=Z; 

          printf("\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", x, y, Xmin, Xmax, m[i][j], e); 

          printf("\n");          

          fprintf(fp,"\n%f   %f   %f   %f   %f   %f", x, y, Xmin, Xmax, m[i][j], e); 

        } 

  } 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of square of grain radius from the program is %f", a); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of grain radius-depth of cut from the program is %f", b); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Sine of the angle from the program is %f", c); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of the angle from the program is %f", d); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Cosine of pi-angle from the program is %f", o); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of Tangent of the angle from the program is %f", pendiente); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_perp from the program is %f", longitudinal_perp); 

  fprintf(fp,"\nThe value of longitudinal_para from the program is %f", longitudinal_para);   

  for (i = 0 ; i<n;i++) 

  { 

    free(m[i]); 

  } 

  free(m);   

  fclose (fp);    

  printf("\nend of program"); 

  return(0); 

} 
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The fourth version(Fig5.4) is an extension of the first version again. But this program 
implements “malloc” to increase the size of the matrix to obtain large number of values. This 
program faced: 

 Due to computer’s speed problems, large matrices of 1000*1000 could not be 
executed. 

 

Fig.5.4. Schematic diagram of the fourth program’s trajectory. 

 

 

6. OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM 

Output of the first program. 

The inputs were: 

dinX initialX initialY Vel_rec 

(m/min) 

Vel_rot 

(m/min) 

Depth_of_cu
t 

(mm) 

Grain_siz
e 

(mm) 

Cyl_dia 

(mm) 

Length 

(mm) 

10 0.1 0.1 25 50 0.4 1.0 80 100 

 

The output: 

x                 y                 Xmin         Xmax         Z                e 
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0.000000   0.000000   -0.338178   0.538178   0.397996   0.002000 

0.100000   0.000000   -0.338178   0.538178   0.400000   0.000000 

0.200000   0.000000   -0.338178   0.538178   0.397996   0.002000 

0.300000   0.000000   -0.338178   0.538178   0.391935   0.008000 

0.000000   0.100000   -0.288178   0.588178   0.381664   0.018000 

0.100000   0.100000   -0.288178   0.588178   0.391935   0.008000 

0.200000   0.100000   -0.288178   0.588178   0.397996   0.002000 

0.300000   0.100000   -0.288178   0.588178   0.400000   0.000000 

0.000000   0.200000   -0.238178   0.638178   0.347214   0.050000 

0.100000   0.200000   -0.238178   0.638178   0.366905   0.032000 

0.200000   0.200000   -0.238178   0.638178   0.381664   0.018000 

0.300000   0.200000   -0.238178   0.638178   0.391935   0.008000 

0.000000   0.300000   -0.188178   0.688178   0.289872   0.098000 

0.100000   0.300000   -0.188178   0.688178   0.321900   0.072000 

0.200000   0.300000   -0.188178   0.688178   0.347214   0.050000 

0.300000   0.300000   -0.188178   0.688178   0.366905   0.032000 

 

The value of square of grain radius from the program is - 0.250000. 

The value of grain radius-depth of cut from the program is - 0.010000. 

The value of Sine of the angle from the program is - 0.894427. 

The value of Cosine of the angle from the program is - 0.447214. 

The value of Cosine of pi-angle from the program is - 0.894427. 

The value of Tangent of the angle from the program is - 2.000000. 

The value of longitudinal_perp from the program is - 0.489898. 

The value of longitudinal_para from the program is - 0.438178. 
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Graphical Representation of the output 

 

Fig.6.1. Graphical representation of the data shown in the table above. 

The Fig.6.1 is the graph obtained from the above data. The change in Z is observed by 
keeping the Y-coordinate constant and changing the X-coordinate. With this we can see a 
channel developing which is part of the whole shape of cut.  

 

These are some of the observations from this graph: 

 The value of Z is highest in the middle as the depth is largest in the middle. 

 The Z-values are not identical for every change in Y coordinate. 
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 The range of Z is between 0.25 to 0.4mm. 

 The maximum number of values are in the range of 0.35-0.40 mm. 

 The average of all Z values is 0.373322 mm. 
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7. Conclusions 

We have developed a program to clearly understand what affects the honing process most. 

Hence, the program makes the process itself to be understood on a mathematical basis. 

And we observe the heights of material removed by the cutting grain. The graphs reveal the 

nature of this process. The height keeps decreasing as we go in between the two lines 

made by the cutting grain and then it increases again. This is due to the curvature of the 

cutting grain we have taken to be a sphere. 

In the future, the cutting grain can also be made into a matrix in itself. This is a more realistic 

and detailed picture as it would mean even more results. The cutting grains are not usually 

ordered but their formation can be approximated into the next step of the project. 

Now, the general process is to run the machine with varying the process parameters and 

checking manually until we reach our required optimum conditions. But, with the help of this 

program, we can run it through the computer and find out very easily what are the 

parameters which affect roughness the most.  
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8. Environmental Aspects 

This project is done completely in the computer. Using GCC compiler to emulate the 

process and derive the values without actual working of the machine. No electrical energy 

was used to operate the honing machine as the process was entirely carried out in C 

software. The project study was done using electronic books and reference material 

available online, hence valuable paper was saved.  

Now, we use the honing machine to obtain optimum process parameters, with energy to 

operate the machine and worker’s fatigue being involved. Also the noise created by honing 

machine is avoided. Amount of oil and of abrasive stones to be used is reduced. 

With the use of this program, the above mentioned problems can be avoided as we can 

easily run the program with our set of process parameters and find which are optimum for 

acquiring the best surface finish. 
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9. Economical Aspects 

This project saves time, effort and also the electricity needed to operate the honing machine 

as it can act as a substitute. No coolant recycling would be required as we do not work the 

machine, thus reducing cost of operation. The cycle time for a program is very less 

compared that of the machine hence several cycles can be completed. Also saves time 

taken when the results of a honing process are studied manually through guages. 

 

In the economic study it is estimated the hours devoted to realize the main phases of the 

project. It also includes the software required for the realization of mathematical models 

and simulations. Also, it includes the necessary licenses to use these softwares. In this 

case due to the use of free software (Lazarus) to implement the algorithm, only license 

required was that of Microsoft Ofiice-2007. 

 

The cost associated with the development of the project consists of the reading state-of-

art + development of the mathematical model + writing of algorithm (70h), implementation 

of the algorithm (200h), verification and simulation results (60h) and the writing of report 

(90h). All these will be valued at 18 € / h. In addition to office equipment, PC, hard drive 

and the software licenses were used. 

 

The following table 8.1, shows the cost breakdown of the project. 
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BUDGET HOURS COST 

Reading of state-of-art + Development of 

mathematical model + Writing the algorithm 

70h 1,260€ 

Implementation of the algorithm 200h 3,600€ 

Verification and simulation of the results 10h 180€ 

Writing Report 90h 1,620€ 

Computer and office equipment - 200€ 

Hard-disk - 15€ 

Specific Software (Office Standard 2010) - 200€ 

Cost - 8,579€ 

Benefit (10%) - 857.9€ 

Subtotal - 9,436.9€ 

VAT (21%) - 1,981.74€ 

TOTAL - 39,349.18€ 

 

Table 8.1 Project Budget 
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